FLY-BYE™ products let you say goodbye to pesky fruit flies.

Fruit flies are not just a nuisance... they are a major sanitation issue for bars and restaurants.

Fruit flies love ripened fruits and vegetables as well as fermented beverages, liquor, beer and wine. They also breed in floor drains, bottles and cans, trash and recycling containers... virtually any damp area with spillage or attractive residues. Our FLY-BYE line of products gives the restaurant and bar industry effective tools to help control fruit flies.

Bar Maid FLY-BYE™ Fruit Fly Traps

- Utilizes a 2 part, food-based attractant to entice fruit flies into the trap where they are unable to escape.
- Disposable and recyclable
- Non-toxic — use anywhere, any time
- Each trap lasts up to 30 days
- Contains no VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds)
**Flip-Top Premium Pour Measured Pourers**
- Molded in Flip-top... keeps fruit flies and bugs out
- Patented design ensures consistent accuracy
- Unique three-ball design means smoother pouring, less “sticking”
- Four popular shot sizes ⅜, 1, 1¼, 1½ ounces
- Four colors – blue, clear, green and red
- Available with or without collars

**Whiskygate Screened Pourers**
CR-198SC Through CR-206SC
- Screens keep fruit flies out
- Approximately 3 seconds for a 1 ounce pour
- 3 colors – ebony, red and clear

**Beer Drip Tray Conditioning Strip**
TAP-STRIP
- Reduces odors that attract fruit flies
- Controls beer tap and soda drip tray odors
- Minimizes clogged drain trays
- Perfect for use in restaurants and bars, hotels, hospitals, schools and colleges
- Cost effective... lasts approximately 21-90 days depending on application

**Betterway Universal Dust Covers**
CR-300SC
- Keeps fruit flies and bugs out
- Fits Betterway Pourers

**Kover-All Universal Dust Caps**
CR-300UN
- Keeps fruit flies and bugs out

**Whiskygate Pourer Caps**
CR-225
- Keeps fruit flies and bugs out
- Fits Whiskygate Pourers CR-198R through CR-206R

**Black Collar With Flip Top**
BMP-5100B THROUGH BMP-5150R
Available Pre-measured sizes
1 oz, 1½ oz & 1⅝ oz

**No Collar With Flip Top**
BMP-4078B THROUGH BMP-4150R
Available Pre-measured sizes
⅜ oz, 1 oz, 1¼ oz & 1⅝ oz

**Beer Tap Cap**
TAP-CAP
- Keeps fruit flies and bugs out
- Helps keep taps sanitary